Young Israel of San Diego
We invite you to experience our heimish community by attending some of
our regular events, classes and services. A complete
schedule of events is found in the calendar on the
other side of this page. The following are brief
descriptions of what we have to offer and
other information or notices.

New class

The Prophets

on

as an in-depth study
of our history
Tuesdays at 8:00 pm

Seder ABC’s

Simchas...

Understand the laws and
customs of the seder

We thank G-d and all those who helped make Shimon Gedalia’s Brit Mila a joyus occasion
Chag Kosher V’Simeach, The Winter Family
Thank you to everybody who has helped us along the way with festive meals, sound advice
and lots of “goode” times! Mazal Tov! Jennifer and David Goode

Tuesday, April 4 at 8:00 pm

A hearty Mazal Tov to the Rabbi and Rebbitzen on the birth of Shmuel Simcha and to
Nancy and Ed Federman on the birth of their daughter Kelila

Drs.

Congratulations to Marcela and Claude Benichou on their wedding
Condolences to David Sterns on the recent loss of his mother Esther Sara and to Bernie Moss
on the recent loss of his father.

From the Sisterhood...
by Sandy Balarsky, President
Shalom and welcome to Young Israel of San Diego! We are an
Orthodox congregation located in the San Carlos area near Del Cerro
and La Mesa. We invite you to join us for a Shabbos or Yom Tov.
All the sisterhood women are of such generous and wonderful
character. We plan on embarking on a variety of continous
projects throughout the year..

Chumash
Class
insights into the

We recently enjoyed a delicious beautiful Purim seudah at the
shul featuring Marty Kugler, Shlomo Pereira and Dan Kraimen as
musicians, David Goode, Eddy and Mark Rosenberg as actors in
the Purim Shpiel, and Rich Goodwin as butcher.

parsha of the week

Please join us in planning for more events! For more information call
the shul at 589-1447 or Sandy Balarsky at 286-2958.

Wednesdays at 7:30 pm
Kosher Corner Insights

Intermediate class in

Talmud

Monday and Wednesday evenings
from 9:00 to 10:00 pm

Maharal

Tuesdays
9:00 pm

by Julie Goodwin
Besides another year of Pesach approaching and
“spring cleaning” to look forward to, there are a few
regular items to key in for your awareness.
We were fortunate to have Rabbi Eidlitz from L.A. to
join the community in a grocery tour of Vons
(College Area) to educate and identify what was
acceptable and unacceptable in kosher products.
I will share with you a few items that may be
popular in your own grocery carts. Just because
a product has a “K” on it doesn’t mean it is
kosher unless varified by a reliable source (see
enclosed list).
Just remember, if you have a question, ask, ask,
ask! I will be happy to call Rabbi Eidlitz, our west
coast expert. Or, you can join his Kosher Information
Bureau by sending an $18 check to EMEK Hebrew
Academy, 12732 Chandler Blvd, N. Hollywood, CA 91607.
Hotline (818) 762-3197.
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